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Purpose 
This plan is a proactive step in addressing Red River College’s current and future transportation needs by developing 

and implementing transportation programs and policies that encompass all modes of commuting to campus. 

This plan has a primary, though not exclusive, focus at the Notre Dame Campus. This decision was made because the 

majority of students and staff attending Red River College are located at the Notre Dame Campus. In addition, the Notre 

Dame Campus is the primary campus in which the College has direct control over parking. Future plans and initiatives 

will focus more on regional campuses and smaller Winnipeg sites.  

This plan supports the College’s 2016-2021 Strategic Plan goal of Fostering Sustainable Growth, as campus 

transportation has significant financial, environmental and social impacts. Driving plays an important role in moving 

people and goods. But it also requires significant space, contributes to congestion and has the largest environmental 

impact of any commute mode. 

Goals and Principles 
The goal of this work is to provide a comprehensive and integrated approach to campus commuting that meets current 

and future demand in an environmentally sustainable and cost-effective manner. 

PRINCIPLES 
The following principles will be used to guide decision-making with respect to transportation planning and priorities. 

• Flexibility – Provide an array of commuting options 

• Equity – Ensure fairness between different groups (e.g., students, staff, visitors, disabled), different campuses and 

those with different economic means 

• Evidence-based – Use research from internal and external sources to support operational and capital decisions  

• Full-cost accounting – Consider the direct and indirect social, economic and environmental costs and benefits of 

transportation alternatives, while ensuring a net contribution is generated to continue to support organizational 

initiatives
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Current Situation:  
Setting the Stage 
To support the principle of evidence-based decision-making, this section provides quantitative data to illustrate issues 

and trends related to campus commuting. The recommended strategies and actions in the plan are rooted in this data. 

RESEARCH AND PLANNING COMMUTING INFORMATION 
The College’s Research and Planning department conducts transportation-related research on a regular basis to 

determine mode splits (the breakdown of different commute types coming to campus) and mode shifts (the change 

in commuting patterns over time and/or season). This information is invaluable in identifying commuting trends and 

determining student and staff commuting priorities and issues. 

2017 Staff Commuting Survey

Campus Drive Alone Carpool Transit Active 

Transportation

Scooter/

Motorcycle

Other

What’s your primary mode 

of commuting to work in 

spring/ summer?

NDC 65% 8% 10% 10% 3% 4%

EDC 31% 4% 19% 38% 0% 8%

What’s your primary mode 

of commuting to work in 

fall/winter?

NDC 82% 7% 10% 1% 0% 0%

EDC 39% 4% 42% 15% 0% 0%

2013 Student Commuting Survey

Drive Alone or 

Dropped Off
Carpool Transit

Active 

Transportation

Scooter/

Motorcycle
Other

What’s your primary mode 

of commuting to school in 

the spring/summer?

31% 9% 52% 2% 1% 5%

What’s your primary mode 

of commuting to school in 

the fall/winter?

32% 12% 51% 0% 0% 5%

Other notable findings include: 

• 58% of staff report having appointments and responsibilities during work hours that necessitate driving to work.  

• 24% of staff vary their commute mode based on the season. 

• 60% of staff are “somewhat concerned” or “very concerned” about the environmental impacts of their commuting.

• 20% of staff have never biked to work, but would consider doing so in the future. 

• 69% of students are interesting in reducing the environmental impacts of their commuting.  
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NDC — CURRENT VS IDEAL COMMUTE MODE
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COLLEGE-WIDE — CURRENT VS IDEAL COMMUTE
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EDC — CURRENT VS IDEAL COMMUTE MODE
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STUDENT AND STAFF COUNTS AND PROJECTIONS 
Historical enrolment figures and staff counts are helpful in determining future transportation demands on campus. 

Student Enrolments at NDC

2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016

Day program F/T 5,184 5,027 4,936 5,016 4,866

Apprenticeship 3,196 3,149 2,974 2,895 3,035

Total 8,390 8,176 7,910 7,911 7,901

These figures show that student enrolments are generally flat, meaning that any increased parking demand will not be 

significantly impacted by full-time and apprenticeship student enrolments. 

NOTRE DAME CAMPUS PARKING WAITLISTS
Parking Services maintains a waitlist for students and staff who are unable to secure a long-term parking spot on 

campus. It’s important to note that what constitutes full differs between student and staff lots. Staff lots are not 

oversold, giving a ratio of 1:1 between staff parkers and parking spots. Student lots are oversold by 20%, giving a ratio of 

1.20:1 between student parkers and parking spots. 

Until fall 2016, there had never been a parking waitlist for staff. Previously, staff who were unable to secure a regular 

parking spot in a staff lot were told to park in a student lot until a space in staff parking became available. This practice 

was a bit of an outlet valve to accommodate staff wanting to park on campus. In the summer of 2016, under the 

direction of the VP Finance and Administration, a decision was made to remove all staff from student scramble lots. 

The reason for doing this was to free up capacity to allow more students to park on campus (thus reducing the student 

waitlist). These staff were then reassigned to staff lots as space became available. This change meant that for the first 

time ever, the College wasn’t able to accommodate staff who wanted to park on campus and so a staff parking waitlist 

began. At the highest point, there were 23 staff on the waitlist. We have since reinstated the practice of placing staff in 

student lots* as a stopgap measure until this plan is approved and implementation has begun. 

Anecdotally, we have heard from hiring managers that 

the difficulty for prospective staff to access parking 

has been identified as negatively impacting the hiring 

process.

The table to the right provides information on student 

parking waitlists on the first day of February and 

October for the last three years. This information 

represents snapshots in time as the waitlists change 

constantly.  

*It’s important to note that to accommodate these staff, the oversell 

rate in student lots has increased from 120% to 125%. 
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CHANGING EMPLOYEE STATUS 
RRC’s transportation programs and services should be responsive to changing employment situations on campus. An 

increase of part-time, casual and contract employment arrangements means the current staff parking model does not 

necessarily reflect the number of hours these staff are on campus and their need for an eight-hour/day parking spot.

CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT AT THE  
NOTRE DAME CAMPUS 
Capital development impacts campus parking. The increased building space can bring a corresponding increase in 

students and staff to campus, thus increasing parking demand. Capital development can also remove current parking 

capacity to accommodate new building growth, thus reducing parking supply. These two factors are at play with respect 

to capital development at the Notre Dame Campus over the coming years. 

The Skilled Trades and Technology Centre (STTC) is a 125,000 square foot building currently under construction. With 

completion slated for March, 2018, the new building is expected to bring a net increase of 70 students and five staff.                                                                           

The Motive Lab project is going to be added onto the Heavy Equipment Transportation Centre (HETC) and will result in a 

permanent reduction of 20 parking stalls. 

STAFF PARKING LOT UTILIZATION   
Parking Services conducts lot counts in staff lots to 

determine whether parking spaces are being used to 

their maximum capacity. Lot counts are generally done 

during peak parking months at the beginning of term 

(September/October and January/February) when there 

are the highest number of staff on campus. Counts are 

done around 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. to capture points in the 

day when the greatest number of staff are on campus.  

These lot counts show that staff parking lots tend to 

operate around 30% vacancy during peak months at the 

College. This means that on average there are 279 stalls 

in staff lots that are vacant during peak periods. 

STAFF PARKING LOT VACANCY RATES
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ECOPASS 
Since 2011, Red River College has offered an EcoPass 

to eligible RRC employees. This employee benefit 

was negotiated through the Collective Agreement. 

The EcoPass program entitles eligible employees to 

a 60% reduction in a monthly transit pass. Based on 

2017 fares, employees pay $36.20 for a monthly pass 

that costs $90.50. 

EcoPass program uptake varies considerably between 

the College’s downtown sites and the Notre Dame 

Campus. The significantly higher transit ridership 

rates for downtown employees is likely influenced 

by downtown’s high parking rates and better transit 

service (routes and frequency). 

CARPOOLING 
Ridematching Service – Carpool.ca

Red River College has subscribed to carpool.ca for the last 10 years 

as a tool to help students and staff form and manage carpool 

partnerships. The application uses home and destination locations, 

driving route and other personal information to help commuters 

identify potential carpool partners. While the system is secure and 

simple to use, uptake in the program has been low. In recent years, 

other more sophisticated and comprehensive online platforms have 

entered the market that may be more desirable for students and staff. 

RRC Online Carpool Matching Registrations

Year 2009 2012 2015

# of Students and Staff Registered 184 129 294

Notre Dame Campus Student Carpool Program 

The College offers a student carpool program as an economically and environmentally sustainable alternative to 

single occupancy vehicle commuting. A carpool program is one strategy to reduce the parking demand on campus and 

accommodate more student parkers. To participate in the carpool program, groups of two or more students register 

at Parking Services to receive top-of-the-lot preferred parking in the West 3 student lot. Since launching the carpool 

program in 2012, the number of dedicated carpool stalls has grown by 342% and participant uptake has grown by 191%.

Student Carpool Numbers at Notre Dame Campus

Year 2012 2014 2016

# Dedicated Carpool Stalls 14 41 65

# Students Registered in Carpool Program 69 159 201

ECOPASS RIDERSHIP BY CAMPUS
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MODE SHARE COMPARISON WITH OTHER  
POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS 
The table below provides some comparative information of commute modes from the three largest post-secondary 

institutions in Winnipeg. 

Post-Secondary Commute Comparisons

Drive Alone Carpool Transit Active  

Transportation

Other

University of Manitoba (Fort Garry Campus) - Students 27% 14% 42% 15% 2%

University of Manitoba (Fort Garry Campus) - Staff 56% 12% 20% 12% 0%

University of Winnipeg - Students 21% 12% 45% 18% 4%

University of Winnipeg - Staff 24% 15% 28% 33% 0%

Red River College - Students 31% 11% 52% 1% 5%

Red River College (Notre Dame Campus) - Staff 73% 7% 11% 6% 3%

Comments and observations on the data: 

• Red River College staff and faculty have the highest drive-alone 

commute mode across all institutions and commuter types 

(student or staff). 

• Red River College students have the highest transit commute 

mode across all institutions and commuter types. 

• The percentage of students commuting by sustainable modes 

(carpool + transit + active transportation) is:

1.   University of Winnipeg - 75%

2.   University of Manitoba - 71%

3.   Red River College - 64% 

• The percentage of staff and faculty commuting by sustainable modes is: 

1.   University of Winnipeg - 75%

2.   University of Manitoba – 45%

3.   Red River College - 24% 

• The University of Winnipeg’s downtown location is likely one of the strongest contributing factors to the high 

percentage sustainable commute modes by students, staff and faculty. The campus’ downtown location is well-

served by transit routes from all parts of the city.

• Another probable factor behind the University of Winnipeg’s high sustainable commute mode is the proximity of 

residential neighbourhoods and campus housing. 11% of students and 20% of staff walk or run to school, which 

implies they live within an approximate 5km radius from campus. 

• The University of Winnipeg has a strong cycling culture. In 2011, the University of Winnipeg Students’ Association 

(UWSA) opened the Bike Lab as a central hub for campus and community cyclists. The Bike Lab hosts skills and 

safety workshops and is a place where people can repair and tune up their bikes. Awareness of the UWSA Bike Lab  

is high, with 92% of staff and faculty, and 72% of students, knowing that it exists. 
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ENGAGING  
STAFF IN COMMUTING  
During RED Forum (a day-long learning experience for College employees) in 2016, the Sustainability Office held an 

interactive session entitled “Commuting to Campus: Your Voice, Your Choice.” This session was the first time that an 

in-person consultation around campus commuting was held. Large poster boards were displayed to provide information 

about current commute modes and preferences. Dotmocracy was 

used, whereby staff were asked to place sticky dots beside commuting 

elements that matter most to them. 

When it comes to biking, the results show a strong preference for 

weather-protected and secure bike parking. For carpooling, the 

highest priority elements are: occasional day permits for staff who 

drive to campus infrequently, an emergency ride home program 

to ensure carpoolers have a ride home in the event of unforeseen 

circumstances, and assistance with carpool matching.

Feedback from this session has been used to inform the priority 

actions in the Transportation Plan. 



SUMMARIZING OUR CURRENT SITUATION: 
WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN? 

• The substantially different commute modes between EDC and NDC reinforce that campus transportation planning 

should assume a broad approach to meet a diverse set of commuting needs, interests and realities. 

• Active transportation among students and staff is low, even though the majority of students and staff cite concerns 

about the environmental impacts of their commuting decisions. Additionally, 20% of staff who have never biked 

to work before have expressed an interest in doing so. These findings present significant opportunity to promote, 

educate and celebrate active transportation as a viable commute mode. Enhancements to biking infrastructure (bike 

parking and maintenance, shower facilities, etc.) should also make biking a more desirable option.

• The notable discrepancy between current and ideal commute modes for staff shows there are significant 

opportunities to promote alternate forms of transportation through program development, incentives, education 

and awareness. The results point to a particular interest in formalizing a telecommuting program for staff and 

increasing opportunities for biking and walking.  

• NDC parking analyses highlight some challenges and opportunities. Substantial waitlists for student parking, 

combined with significant vacancies in staff lots, present an opportunity to re-consider the way parking is managed 

at the Notre Dame Campus — to accommodate the greatest number of people who choose to drive to campus, 

without incurring capital expenses doing so. 

• 24% of staff vary their commute mode based on the time of year. This figure points to an opportunity to introduce 

more flexible transportation programs and pricing structures to make it easier for staff to vary their commute 

modes. Doing so could also accommodate staff who work part-time, term and shift work. 

• The ability to access a vehicle during work hours in an important factor in determining staff commuting decisions 

(particularly to drive to work). This finding points to the need to understand the total costs of automobile business 

travel by reconciling fleet costs (lease, gas, maintenance) with staff reimbursement expenses for business travel. 

• Reducing campus-to-campus travel without compromising the ability to do college work will save the College money. 

• Transportation is recognized as a major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions, representing a significant 

opportunity and obligation to review and revise our practices.

Strategies and Work Plan
The primary goal of RRC transportation and parking planning is to provide convenient, environmentally responsible and 

affordable access to the College’s campuses. This goal will be achieved through the implementation of five strategies. 

Each broad strategy contains a series of actions and supporting tasks that will be carried out to achieve the strategies.  

STRATEGIES 
• Increase alternative transportation commute modes 

• Enhance engagement and communications to support commuting to campus

• Maximize existing parking capacity 

• Develop a transparent funding model for parking operations and maintenance, alternative transportation,  

and other College programs

• Support municipal and provincial initiatives related to sustainable transportation
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Strategy Action Task Timeline

Strategy #1

Increase alternative 
transportation 
commute modes

1.1 Improve end-of-trip facilities for 

cyclists at RRC Campuses (incl. 

bike lockers and Air and Repair 

stations)

• Based on available funding, source cycling 

infrastructure and assemble costing 

• Install end-of-trip amenities 

• Communicate new cycling amenities 

Fall 2017

1.2. Assist with the implementation 

of the U-Pass

• Work with the Students’ Association and 

Winnipeg Transit to provide necessary research, 

communications or other support

Fall 2018

1.3 Promote awareness of Winnipeg 

Transit park-and-ride facilities

• Develop park-and-ride information and update 

onto Microsite

Fall 2017

1.4 Conduct on-going advocacy 

and support for improved transit 

and active transportation routes to 

RRC Campuses

• Continue working with City of Winnipeg officials 

to ensure that College active and sustainable 

transportation priorities are considered 

• Monitor City of Winnipeg operating budgets, 

Active Transportation Plans and other plans and 

initiatives and provide input as needed  

Ongoing

1.5 Promote transit as a commute 

option for staff travel between 

campuses

• Compile information on transit routes and 

commute times for inter-campus travel

Fall 2017

1.6 Promote web-conferencing to 

reduce the staff need for inter-

campus travel 

• Work with relevant College departments to 

determine video-conferencing capabilities at RRC

Fall 2017

Strategy #2

Enhance engagement 
and communications  
to support commuting 
to campus

2.1 Create a one-stop-shop 

Microsite for all modes of 

commuting to campus

• Compile content from Red Goes Green, Parking 

Services, Students’ Association  

• Determine other needed content 

• Work with Marketing and Web Presence to create 

site 

• Communicate launch of new microsite 

Fall 2017 

2.2 Establish a vibrant and easily 

recognizable visual identity for 

RRC’s Transportation Plan

• Work with Marketing and Web Presence to create 

the visual identity 

• Implement visual identity elements in digital, print 

and other formats

Fall 2017

2.3 Organize student and staff 

participation in local and national 

transportation events (e.g., Commuter 

Challenge, Bike to Work Day)

• Engage internal and external stakeholders

• Promote events through various channels 

• Offer contests to incentivize participation

• Communicate before and after the event

Ongoing

2.4 Continue to identify 

opportunities to engage college 

stakeholders in commuting issues 

and priorities

• Engage college groups in transportation 

discussions.

• Hold lunch and learns and other events  

as appropriate

Fall 2017

2.5 Create a 12-month 

communications calendar that 

promotes all aspects of the 

Transportation Plan

• Engage all stakeholder groups and the 

Communications department in the development 

of the calendar 

• Communication media include: posters, All 

Staff News, printed material, social media, The 

Projector, student and staff meetings

Fall 2017
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Strategy #4

Develop a transparent 
funding model for 
parking operations and 
maintenance, alternative 
transportation, and 
other College programs

4.1 Determine the total cost of 

ownership for parking

• Conduct an infrastructure assessment to 

determine preventative maintenance, operating 

and capital costs associated with NDC parking

Fall 2017

4.2 Prepare annual report on  

Where parking dollars go, e.g.,  

X% to parking operations 

X% to alternative transportation 

X% to education, student services 

and administrative services

• Compile relevant information prior to budget 

preparation 

• Make report publicly accessible

Annually

Strategy #5

Support municipal and 
provincial initiatives 
related to sustainable 
transportation

5.1 Maintain involvement with 

municipal and provincial officials 

and relevant committees to ensure 

RRC’s issues and priorities are 

understood and RRC is seen as an 

advocate and ally for sustainable 

transportation 

• Review the City of Winnipeg’s Active 

Transportation priorities and provide input, when 

appropriate

• Promote municipal active transportation 

consultations within the RRC community 

Ongoing

Strategy Action Task Timeline

Strategy #3

Maximize existing 
parking capacity at the 
Notre Dame Campus 

3.1 Improve student carpool 

program

• Re-examine program criteria

• Research other rideshare programs

• Engage the Students’ Association for feedback 

• Re-examine carpool parking locations and 

possibly expand 

• Launch new program with communications and 

promotions  

Fall 2017 

3.2 Improve staff carpool program • Establish  program criteria

• Research other rideshare programs

• Develop program criteria for Guaranteed Ride 

Home and casual parking permits 

• Confirm funding for program 

• Launch new program with communications and 

promotions  

Fall 2017

3.3 Introduce flexible parking 

options for staff. (e.g., shared 

parking permit, 10-pack of daily 

parking passes)

• Research flexible parking options from other 

institutions 

• Engage staff on flexible parking options 

• Develop program criteria 

• Launch new program with communications and 

promotions

Fall 2017

3.4. Promote awareness of College 

fleet for staff business travel

• Work with Materials Management to determine 

appropriate criteria and communications

Fall 2017

3.5  Continue to monitor parking 

capacity in NDC lots

• Conduct parking lot counts in staff and student 

lots at multiple points during the day

Fall 2017
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Plan Evaluation
The Transportation Plan must include Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to effectively evaluate the successes and shortcoming 

towards achieving the strategies. Upon plan approval, specific indicators and targets will be developed in conjunction with 

Research and Planning. The table below provides a proposed summary of the objectives, indicators and targets. 

Planning Objectives Performance Indicators Targets

Mode shifts Number of motor vehicle trips to College.  

Mode split.

Reduced automobile trips. Increased use of 

alternative modes.

Service quality User satisfaction with transportation and 

parking facilities and services.

Continual improvement over time.

Parking convenience User satisfaction. Reduced complaints of faulty equipment, lack 

of available parking spaces.

Transport affordability Travel costs to college, particularly by lower-

income students and staff.

Transportation is affordable, even for lower-

income students and staff. Improvements to 

affordable modes (walking, cycling, ridesharing 

and public transit)

Mobility for non-drivers Non-drivers have adequate travel options. Improvements to alternative modes (walking, 

cycling, ridesharing and public transit)

Energy conservation and pollution

reductions

Per capita transportation energy use and 

pollution emissions.

Reduction in GHG emissions.

Revenue needs Parking program revenue. Net revenue increases to finance parking, 

transport and other College programs.



Glossary of Terms 
Active Transportation: travelling between locations by self-propelled methods such as walking, running, rolling, cycling, etc. 

Air and Repair Station: air pump and simple tools available to use for minor bike repair and tire inflation. Stations are typically located in high-traffic 

locations for bicycles (such as near bike parking) and are available for use free-of-charge.

Alternative Transportation: travelling between locations by any method that is not driving alone.

Bike Lockers: structures that fit one or two bicycles and have a door with a lock. Bike lockers offer more security and protection than bike racks or 

outdoor bike cages, and can either be available for use on a first-come, first-served basis or by rental agreement.

Carpooling: an arrangement between two or more people to commute together in the same vehicle. Details of the arrangement are determined by the 

commuters and vary depending on their needs and situations. For example, carpool partners may each have their own vehicle and alternate driving 

days or one partner may be the primary driver. 

Car-share Program: a fleet of passenger vehicles that are available for use by members 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Vehicles are parked in 

central locations and members book them for short periods of time (usually a few hours to a full day). Typically there is a fee for membership and an 

hourly rate for use of the vehicle and fees include gas and insurance costs.

College Fleet: a group of motor vehicles owned or leased by the College, some of which may be designated for staff business travel. 

Guaranteed Ride Home: generally a component of a carpool program whereby staff who commute via alternative transportation can access a free 

ride home, typically by taxi, in the case of a personal of family emergency.

Hot Desk: space available for use as a temporary desk for staff members when visiting from their home campus.

Ridesharing: often used interchangeably with carpooling, however ridesharing can also encompass other arrangements such as sharing a taxi.

Telework/Telecommute: a work arrangement that allows an employee to perform work during any part of regular, paid hours at an approved 

alternative worksite, typically their home.

U-Pass: a universal transit pass for post-secondary students, which provides unlimited access to Winnipeg Transit services in exchange for a mandatory fee. 
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